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Abstract. Sets of multivalued dependencies (MVDs) having conflict-free covers are important to 
the theory and design of relational databases [2,12,15,16]. Their desirable properties motivate 
the problem of testing a set M of MVDs for the existence of a confiict-free cover. In [8] Goodman 
and Tay have proposed an approach based on the possible equivalence of M to a single (acyclic) 
join dependency (JD). We remark that their characterization does not lend an insight into the 
nature of such sets of MVDs. Here, we use notions that are intrinsic to MVDs to develop a new 
characterization. Our approach proceeds in two stages. In the first stage, we use the notion of 
“split-free” sets of MVDs and obtain a characterization of sets M of MVDs having split-free 
covers. In the second, we use the notion of “intersection” of MVDs to arrive at a necessary and 
sufficient condition for a split-free set of MVDs to be conflict-free. Based on our characterizations, 
we also give polynomial-time algorithms for testing whether M has split-free and conflict-free 
covers. The highlight of our approach is the clear insight it provides into the nature of sets of 
MVDs having conflict-free covers. Less emphasis is given in this paper to the actual efficiency of 
the algorthms. Finally, as a bonus, we derive a desirable property of split-free sets of MVDs, 
thereby showing that they are interesting in their own right. 
1. Introduction 
Conflict-free multivalued dependencies, first introduced by Lien 1121, are of 
considerable interest to the theory and design of relational databases because of 
their desirable properties [2, 10, 15, 161. For instance, they admit a unique 4NF [4] 
decomposition. Besides, all MVDs in a given conflict-free set of MVDs participate 
in the decomposition process. Recent results connect such sets of MVDs with acyclic 
database schemes [2,5]. The connection is in fact twofold. It has been shown that 
a set jW of MVDs is equivalent to a single (acyclic) JD if and only if 1M has a 
conflict-free cover. At the other end, a JD is equivalent to a (conflict-free) set of 
MVDs if and only if the JD is acyclic. Acyclic database schemes enjoy a number 
of desirable properties [2]. For instance, consistency checking is NP-complete for 
general database schemes whereas it is polynomial-time solvable for acyclic schemes. 
In view of this and the close connection between acyclic schemes and sets of MVDs 
having conflict-Tree covers, we see that such sets of MVDs enjoy many desirable 
properties. The foregoing considerations motivate the problem of testing a set M 
of MVDs for the existence of a conflict-free cover. The brute-force approach of 
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testing equivalence of M to conflict-free sets of MVDs is of course exponential in 
the worst case. Recently Goodman and Tay [g] proposed a better approach based 
on the possible equivalence of M to a single (acyclic) JD. Though simple, the 
characterization i  [S] does not lend an insight into the nature of such sets of MVDs. 
In this paper, we use certain notions intrinsic to MVDs to obtain a new characteriz- 
ation of sets of MVDs having conflict-free covers. We introduce the notions of 
“split-free” sets of MVDs and “intersection” of MVDs. We show that a set M of 
MVDs has a conflict-free cover if and only if M has a split-free cover, say N, and 
further N satisfies a property we term “MVD-intersection property”. Our method 
then naturally divides into two stages. In the first stage, we obtain a characterization 
of sets M of MVDs having split-free covers. In the second, we derive a necessary 
and sufficient condition for a split-free set of MVDs to be conflict-free. We show 
that a split-free sets of MVDs are interesting in their own right. Thus, we establish 
that they always “generate” acyclic database schemes. These results together with 
other results on acyclic database schemes and dependency theory are reported in 
the thesis [ll]. 
The highlight of the approach we present here is the clear insight it provides into 
the nature of sets of MVDs having conflict-free covers. Less emphasis is given here 
to the efficiency of the algorithms, which will be pursued in a future work. 
Finally, we observe that Goodman and Tay [8] remark that conflict-freedom is
irrelevant o deciding equivalence of M to a single JD. Our result here leads to a 
“dual” viewpoint that acyclicity (actually, equivalence to a single acyclic JD) is 
irrelevant o testing whether a set of MVDs has a conflict-free cover. 
2, Preliminaries , 
For the basic definitions of the relational model, hypergraph models of database 
schemes, etc. we follow [2,5,13,17]. Let U denote the set of all attributes. U is 
called the universal relation scheme. A subset R c U is called a relation scheme. A 
database scheme is a collection D = {R, , . . . , R,} of relation schemes, such that 
UE ‘I Ri = LL Associated with each attribute is a nonempty domain of values. A 
tuple is a mapping from attributes to appropriate domains. For a tuple t, the 
restriction t[X] of t to X c U is called an X-value. A relation is a nonempty set of 
tuples. For a relation r, the projection of r over X c U is the relation r[X] = 
{ t[X]: t E r}. Let Q be a relation over Ri c U, i = 1,2. Then the join of rr and r2 is 
the relation rl w ,a2 = (t: t an RI R2-value, t[ R,] E rl , t[ R2] E r2} over R, R2. A join 
dependency (JD) is a constraint of the form w [R,, . . . , R,], with Uy=, Ri = U. A 
multivalued dependency (MV’) is a binary JD of the form W [R, S]. It is also 
equivalently represented as R n S --H R - S or R n S + S - R. A relation Y (over 
U) satisfies the JD w [RI, . . . , R,] if WE, r[ Ri] = r. A dependency d is a logical 
consequence of a set D of dependencies, or D I= d, if every relation satisfying every 
dependency in a necessarily satisfies d. 
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A data base scheme can be represented by a hypergraph (U, 
set U and edge se A qual graph for a database scheme 
G with vertex set with the property that, between any t 
G contains a path such that each vertex & in D lying on this path includes the 
attributes in & n Rj. A database scheme D is acyclic if so ual graph for D is a 
tree; other, D is cyclic. A JD MD is acyclic precisely whe 
For an attribute set Xc V, X denotes the complement U-X of X. For an 
MVD d :X -)) Y, define LHS(d) = X to be the key of d, and RHS(d) = Y to be the 
right-hand-side of d. For a set 1M of MVDs, LHS( M) = {LHS( d): d E M} is called 
the set of keys of M. An MVD X --)) Y is called trivial if either XY = X, or XY = U. 
The dependency basis DEP(X) of an attribute set X c U w.r.t. a set M OF MVDs 
is the unique partition of X such that, for any nontrivial MVD X -I) Y with 
X n Y = 8, M I= X --3) Y if and only if Y is the union of some blocks in DEP(X). 
Note that since we consider only nontrivial MVDs, we adopt the convention that 
DEP(X) is a partition of X rather than of U. Furthermore, an MVD X * Y is 
equivalent to the MVD X --)) Y-X [ 13,171, so we assume without loss of generality 
that the MVDs we consider have disjoint LHS and RHS. An MVD X + YspZits an 
attribute set W if W n Y # 0 and W n 2 f 0. A set M of MVDs splits W if some 
MVD in M splits W. The set of all logical consequences of M is called the closure 
of M, and is denoted by M*. Two sets of MVDs are said to be covers of each other 
if their closures are the same. For two logically equivalent sets M, , A& of MVDs 
and an attribute set X, M, splits X if and only if M2 splits X [2]. 
Definition 2.1. A set M of MVDs is said to be split-free if M does not split any of 
its keys. 
Definition 2.2. A set M of MVDs is said to be conflict-free if M is split-free and 
further M is hypergraph-generated; that is, for any two keys X, Y of M, 
DEP(X) n DEP( Y) c DEP(X n Y). 
Given an MVD X --)) Y and a relation scheme R such that X c R, R n Y # 0, 
and R - XY # 0, R can be losslessly decomposed into the relation schemes R n XY 
and R n XZ9 where Z = U -XY [13,17]. Given a set M of MVDs, a decomposition 
algorithm [2,4,12] produces relation schemes by successive decomposition starting 
with U, using MVDs in M. If is a database scheme produced by a decomposition 
algorithm using some (possibly all) MVDs in M, then we say that M generates the 
database scheme D by decomposition. It is clear in such a case that M logically 
implies the JD MD. 
We notice that for two logically equivalent sets MI, M2 of MVDs, MI is hyper- 
graph-generated if and only if M2 is. Thus, the blem of determining whether 
has a conflict-free cover reduces to finding if has a split-free cover which is 
hypergraph-generated. In this spirit, we first give in Section 3 a characterization of
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sets of MVDs having split-free covers. We also derive a desirable property of 
split-free sets of MVDs relating to database design. Next, we obtain in Section 4 a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a split-free set of MVDs to be hypergraph- 
generated. In Section 5 we present he algorithms. 
3. A characterization of sets of MVDs having split-free covers 
In this section we study split-free sets of MVDs as well as sets of MVDs having 
split-free covers. Let M be any set of MVDs. We say that M is nonredundant if no 
proper subset of M is a cover for M. In general, M may split its keys. We define 
K,(M) =(X E LHS(M): M splits X} to be the set of keys split by M9 and we let 
K,(M) = LHS(M) - K,(M) be the set of keys not split by M. For an attribute set 
X, we let MAX(X) denote the set of maximal subsets of X that are not split by M. 
Let M be any set of MVDs. Suppose that the MVDs in M are used in a 
decomposition algorithm to design a 4NF database scheme. In general, a cyclic 
database scheme might result. For instance, consider the set M = 
(AB --)) CEF, CD --)) ABG} of MVDs, where U = {A, . . . , H}. Suppose that the 
second MVD is used first to produce the database scheme (ABCDG, CDEFH}. The 
first MVD applied on ABCDG leads to the database scheme 
{ABC, ABDG, CDEFH} which is clearly cyclic. This is an undesirable phenomenon. 
Are there sets of MVDs satisfying suitable properties uch that they always generate 
acyclic database schemes? Of course, conflict-free sets of MVDs are one such type. 
But, we show that the above property holds for a larger class of sets of MVDs, 
namely split-free sets of MVDs. 
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a split-free set of MVDs and D a database scheme generated 
by M. Then D is acyclic. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that all MVDs in M are used in the 
decomposition algorithm producing the database scheme D. We prove the result 
by inducing on 1 Ml, the number of MVDs in M. The basis case of 1 MI = 1 is trivial. 
Assume the result for 1 MI = k - 1 and suppose that I MI = k Let X * Y be the MVD 
in M that was applied .jt in the decomposition algorithm. Let M’ = M - {X -H Y) 
and let ’ be the database scheme generated by M’ such that the scheme D is 
obtained from D’ by decomposing appropriate relation schemes using the 
MVD X 3, Y. By the inductive hypothesis, D’ is acyclic. Let T’ be a qua1 tree for 
‘. We now modify T’ into a qua1 tree T for the database scheme D, thus showing 
that is acyclic. Suppose that some relation scheme R in ’ is decomposed into 
the relation schemes R, , R2 using the MVD X --)) Y Then, since M does not split 
its keys, for each node S in T’ which is adjacent o R+ sither R n S c RI or R n S c R2. 
For each such relation scheme R we do the following: 
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Delete the node R (from T’) and add the nodes R,, R2 and the edge (R,, R2). 
For each node S in T’ adjacent o R, if R n S c R,, then replace the edge (R, S) 
with the new edge (RI, S); otherwise replace (R, S) with the new edge ( R2, S). 
Once this is done, it is easy to verify that the resulting graph is a qua1 tree for 
D. Hence, V is acyclic. q * 
Thus, split-free sets of MVDs have the nice property that they always lead to the 
design of acyclic database schemes. In addition, all MVDs in a given split-free set 
of MVDs can participate in the decomposition process. These desirable properties 
show that split-free sets of MVDs are interesting in their own right. Now, suppose 
that M is a set of MVDs and that N is a split-free cover for M. Then M can inherit 
the nice properties above through its cover N, even when M itself is not split-free. 
Our next task is thus to obtain a characterization of sets of MVDs having split-free 
covers. Intuitively, it is clear that M can have a split-free cover if and only if we 
can replace each MVD in M whose key is split by M with a set of MVDs with 
keys not split by M, such that the closure of M is preserved. The crux of the problem 
is in determining, for each MVD X --w Y in M with X split by M, this associated 
set of MVDs which exactly “makes up” for X -n Y in M (see condition C of 
Theorem 3.2 below). Note that if M is redundant, then it could turn out that 
M-(X+ Y}t=X + Y. Since, given M, we can always obtain a nonredundant 
subset of M which is a cover for M, without loss of generality, we only consider 
nonredundant M in what follows. 
We now informally describe the ideas involved in the main theorem of this section. 
Suppose that 1M is nonredundant, X -sp YE M, and M splits X. Let M’= 
M -{X + Yl. We first determine the minimal attribute set Y1 such that 
(a) Yc Y1, and 
(b) M’I=X+ Yt_ 
Since Y1 # Y, we form a new set N1 of MVDs such that M I= N, and M’u 
N1 + X -H Y2 for some Y2 with Y c Y2 5 Y, . We also make sure that M does not 
split the keys of N, . In general, at the ith stage, we determine the minimal Yi such 
that 
(a) Yc yi, and 
(b) M’uN,u l l l u Ni_1 k X * Yip and we agree that No=@. 
If Y # Y, we form a new set Ni of MVDs whose keys are not split by M such that 
MI= Ni and M’uN,u*~*uNikX* Y;:+, 
for some y1:+, with Y c y;I+, 5 V;:. We proceed in this manner until at some stage 
k, we find that Yk cannot be refined further, satisfying Yk c Y If YG = Y, then we 
replace the MVD X + Y in M with the set of MVDs N1 u l . l u Nk_l. Call the 
resultant set of MVDs Ml. Note that Ml is a cover of M. In case there is any MVD d 
in Ml with an LHS that is split by M (or equivalently by M,), then similar 
considerations apply to d and M,, . Thus we apply the above procedure iteratively. 
If at some stage, there results a set does not split the 
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keys of the MVDs in MP, then MP is clearly a split-free cover of M. The theore 
that follow formally prove that this procedure always constructs a split-free cover 
of M whenever M has one. In Section 5, we give a polynomial-time algorithm that 
uses this method to rest M for the existence. of a split-free cover. The notations 
used in the f&lowing theorems are as in the preceding discussion. 
Theorem 3.2. Let M be a nonredundant set of MVDs. Suppose that M contains an 
MVD X --)) Y with X split by M, and also that M has a split-free cover. Then the 
following condition C is satisjied. 
C : thep .exist sets Ni = ( W -2: WEMAX( YcZ}, i=l,...,k, of 
for same k such that 
(i) Mi Ni, i=l,...,k, and 
Note that, in the theorem above, Y is the minimal attribute set such that 
(a) Yc Y;., and 
(b) (M-{X*Y})UN~U~**UN~-,~=X*Y;,,~=~,.. .,k. 
We observe that the MVDs in the union of the sets Ni of MVDs, i = 1,. . . , k, above 
precisely “make up” for the MVD X --$) Y in M. (Note that, in this zase, Yk+l = Y.) 
Before proving Theorem 3.2, we make some observations concerning derivations 
of MVDs [ 13,171. The following is a complete axiom system far MVDs [3]. 
MVDO (complementation axiom): X + X for any attribvce set X c U. 
MVDl (augmentation rule): If X * Y and WZ 2, then XE’+ YZ 
MVD2 (subset rule): If X --H Y, W-2, and Wn Y=& then X* YnZ and 
x+ Y-Z 
Using this axiom system, one can prove the complementation rule that an 
MVD X 3) Y is logically equivalent o the MVD X + U - XY For convenience, 
we refer to this MVD as the complement of the MVD X + Y 
Now, from the results of Beeri [7], Sagiv [14], and Galil [5], we can infer the 
following property of derivations of MVDs. Suppose that there is a derivation of 
an MVD X --)) Y from a set M of MVDs. Then there is a derivation of X * Y from 
M satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) The augmentation rule is always applied to an MVD in A4 with a key that is 
included in X, or the complement of such an MVD. Further, suppose that X’ -++ Y’ E 
M and that X’c =-= X. When this MVD is augmented to get X * Y’, in general, it 
might turn OP.. that X n Y’# $3. Then, since this MVD is equivalent to the 
MVD X --)) Y. ,Hhere Y = Y’n X, we assume without loss of generality that X n Y’ = 
0 in our prooSs to reduce the detail. 
(ii) The subsyf rule is always applied to an MVD in M* with key X. The other 
VD that is used in this rule is either the axiom X + X, a member of M, or an 
MVD in AP with key X. 
We now prove Theorem. 3.2. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. Suppose that A4 contains an MVD X -H Y with X split by 
A& and that M has a split-free cover. To prove the theorem, we actually prove the 
following stronger esult: for each nontrivial MVD X 3) Y in M* with X split by 
M, the condition C’ is satisfied where 
C’: there exist sets of MVDs Ni = { W + 2: WE MAX( g), Y c Z}, i = 1, , . . , k~, 
for some k, such that 
(i) M I= Ni, i = 1,. . . , k and 
(ii) (M-{P-~QEM: PEK,(M),P~X})UN~V~*~UN~~X~ Y. 
Here, yi is the minimal attribute set such that 
(a) Yc Y;:, and 
(b) M’u Nlw 9 l u Ni-1 C= X * Yi, i = 1,. . . , k, where 
We of course agree that NO = 0. Note that each Y;: is unique because of the subset 
rule. 
Suppose that N is a split-free cover for M. Let X --H YE M* be such that M 
splits X. We shall prove the required result by inducing on the length p of a derivation 
of X* Y from N. 
Basis: p = 1. Two cases arise. 
Case 1: X * Y is derived from the MVD X’ --)) Y’ in N by augmentation using 
W~Z,whereX’cX.SinceXnY=X’nY’=4)2wehaveZ=0andhence,Y’=Y. 
Now, M I= X’ --)) Y. M does not split X’ since X’E LHS( N). Obviously, X n Y1 = 0 
and hence, X’ n YI = 0, where YI is as defined above. We immediately see that there 
is a set WE MAX( YJ such that X’ c W and W 3) YE Nl, and hence that M’ u 
N+X+ Y. 
Case 2: X -+ Y is derived from the axiom X --H X and the MVD S --)) T in ..N, 
using the subset rule. Thea, clearly, S c X, and Y c T or Y c ( U - ST). For both 
cases, we can complete the proof in a manner identical to that for Case 1. 
Induction: Assume condition C’ to hold with respect to all nontrivial 
MVDs X --)) Y in M* with X split by M, such that X -.* Y has a derivation from 
N of length p 6 n - 1. Suppose now that X --)) YE M* is nontrivial, X is split by 
Ad, and X * Y has a derivation from N of length n > 1. From our observations 
concerning derivations of MVDs, we see that the following cases arise. 
Case 1: X --H Y is obtained by augmentation from some MVD X’ ++ Y’ in N. 
This case is similar to Case 1 of the basis case. 
Case 2: X --)) Y is obtained using the subset rule. Suppose now that X * Y is 
derived from the MVD X -+ Y’ (obtained in the derivation), using the subset rule. 
Since X -3) Y’ then has a derivation from N of length n - 1 or less, by inductive 
hypothesis, condition C’ holds for the MVD X * Y’. So, there are sets of 
MVDs N:={W’-wZ’: W’EM ( Yi), Y’c Z’}, i = 1, . . . , k, for some k, such that 
0 i t= N:, i=l,..., &and 
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Here, Yi is the minima1 set such that 
(a) Y’c Y:, and 
(b) (M;u N:u* l l uN:__,)t=X-w Y;,i=l,..., k We shall show that condition 
C’ holds for the MVD X + Y for each of the following cases. 
Case 2.1: X --w Y is obtained using the subset rule from X 3) Y’ and the axiom 
X + x If Y = Y’ n X, then, since X n Y’ = 0, we have Y = Y’ and we are trivially 
done. If Y = Y’ - X = 0, then the MVD X + Y becomes trivial, which is a contradic- 
tion. §o suppose that Y = 2 - Y’. Now, by inductive hypothesis, there are sets 
N;, . . . , Ni of MVDs such that 
M I= IV:, i=l,...,k, and 
M’uN:u- l u NiI=X 3) Y’. 
From X --3) Y’, we can then infer the MVD X --)) X - Y’ by the complementation 
rule. It can then be easily shown that condition 6’ holds for X * Y. 
Case 2.2: X + Y is obtained from the MVD X --)) Y’ in M* and the MVD S + T 
in N. Either Y = Y’n T or Y = Y’- T. We shall only prove this for the case 
Y = Y’n T. The other case has an analogous proof. 
We now construct sets Ni of MVQ, for i=1,...,k, as Ni= 
{ W --)) 2: WE MAX( g), 2 minimal s.t. Y c Z and M t= W --)) 2). Here, for i = 
1 , . . . , k, Yi is the minimal set such that Y c Yi and (M’u Nl 13 l l l u 
Ni-1) I= X --)) Yi. From the definitions of Y: and Y,, it is easy to see that Yr c Y:. 
From the set-forming predicates of Ni and N& it follows by an easy induction that 
y;:c Y:, i=l,... , k Let Yk+, be the minimal set such that 
(a) Yc Yk+t3 and 
(b) M’uN,u~~~uN+X~Yk+,. 
It is clear that Yk+l c Y’. If Ykc, = Y, we are done. Otherwise, since S n Y’ = 0, we 
have Sn Yk+, = 0. Now, form the set Nk+l = { W-H 2: WE MAX( &+,), 2 minimal 
s.t. Y c 2 and M I= W --)) 2) of MVDs. Then Nk+t contains an MVD, say W --), 2, 
suchthat YcZ: land WnYk+l=O.TheM’uN,u~~~u~~+,~X~YSiaee 
Y’n T= Y implies &,nZ= Y. Thus, condition C’ holds for the MVD X 3, Y, 
where N*,..., Nk+l are the sets of MVDs required in the condition. 
Case 2.3: X --H Y is obtained from X --$) Y’ and X -B Y” in M* using the subset 
rule. Again, we only consider the case Y = Y’ n Y’. l%e cases Y = Y’ - Y’, Y = 
Y’- Y’ are similar. Then by inductive hypothesis, there are sets of MVDs NY, 
*- 
Z- 1 9===9 p, for some p such that 
M I= NY, i=l,..., p, and 
M’uN;u- l u N; I= X --H Y”. 
Without loss of generality, let k ap, and define NY = Nz and Yj’ = Y”, for 
j=p+l,..., k. Now, construct he sets of MVDs Ni, i = 1,. . . , k in a manner 
identical to that in Case 2.2 above. Then, by an argument similar to the one advanced 
there, we can prove that Y;: c Yi ‘7 Y:, where Y: corresponds to Nr for i = 1, . . . , k, 
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and Yi, Y: are as defined above. Determine the minimal 
such that 
(a) Y= yk+l, and 
(b) M’u N, u •*wN~I=X~* Yk+,. 
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set Yk+* as in Case 2.2 
Again, similar t0 the 2.2, we have Yk+l C Y’and Yk+* c Y” and hence, Yk+, c Y’n 
Y”. This implies that Yk+* = Y since Y = Y’ n Y” c Yk+, . Thus, conditior c' clearly 
holds for the MVD X --w Y where N 1, . . . , Nk are the sets of MVDs required in the 
condition. 
The induction is now complete. In particular, condition C’ holds for each 
MVD X --H Y in M with X split by M. Now, it is easy to see that condition c’ 
ilnplies condition C. That completes the proof. 0 
We are now ready to give our characterization of sets of MVDs having split-free 
covers. 
Theorenr 3.3. Let M be a nonredundant set of MVDs. Let (Xi + Y;: : 1 G i s p} be the 
set of all MVDs it; M with LHS Xi split by M. Then M has a sp&free cover tf and 
only if the following condition is satisfied: 
C”: there exist sets Nj of MVDs of the form given in Therem 3.2, j = 1, . . , ki, for 
some ki, i = 1,. . . , p, such that 
(i) Ml= Nj, l<jGki, l~i~p, 
(ii) Mi is nonredundant, 1 G i c p, and 
(iii) Mi I= Xi + Yi, 1 s i s p9 
where Mi=(Mi_l-{Xi* Yi})u Niu* 9 l U NLi, lsisp, and Mo=M. 
Proof. (“If “): Suppose that the hypothesis is satisfied for a nonredundant set M 
of MVDs. Then replace the MVD X1 --)) Y, with the set of MVDs N: u l l l ‘3 IV:,. 
This produces a set M, of MVDs. By Theorem 3.2, we know that MI is a cover of 
M and that M and hence MI does not split the keys of the MVDs in Iv: u l - l u A$. 
Now replace the MVD X2 --)) Y2 with the set of MVDs IV: u l l l u Ng, to produce 
a new set M2 of MVDs. M2 is a cover of MI and hence of M by Theorem 3.2. Thus, 
one can systematically replace Xi --)) Yi with the appropriate set of MVDs, i = 
1 9*..9 p, to ultimately produce the set MP of MVDs which is clearly a split-free 
cover of M. 
(“Only-if”): Suppose that M has a split-free cover. Then, by Theorem 3.2, there 
exist sets Nj, j=l,..., kl , of MVDa for some k, , such that 
(i) Mi= Nj, j=l,..., k,, 
(ii) M does not split the keys of the MVDs in Ni u 9 l l u N:,, and 
(iii) (M-(X,* U,})u N:u* l *UN:,+ X1+ YI. 
We can choose the MVDs in Ni such that MI = ( -(X,+ Y,li))uN:u=~N:, 
is nonredundant. M, is clearly a cove M. Since M, is nonredundant and 
X2 +B Y2 E MI is such that M, and hence splits X, 9 Theorem 3.2 applies to MI. 
Thus, there exist sets IV;, j = 1, . . . , VDs for some k2, such that 
(i) M, I= Nf, j= 1,. . . ,k2, 
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(ii) M1 does not split the keys of the MVDs in Nf, j = 1,. . . , k2, 
(iii) (MI -{X+ Yz}) v Nf u 9 l l u NE += X2* Y2. Again, we can choose the 
MVDs in Nf such that Mz = (M, -(X, 4 Yz}) v N: u l l l v N& is nonredundant. 
M2 is clearly a cover of M. A recursive application of Theorem 3.2 then produces 
the required result. 0 
Let us consider an example to help bring out the importance of the above tikeorems. 
Let U={A,..., H} and M ={AB -a CEF, CDI + ABE, C + ABDEFIJK 
GH --u ABEFIJK G + ABET} M can be easily verified to be nonredundant. Now, 
the key X = CDI is split by M. Let M’ = M -{CDI -+ ABE}. The minimal Y1 such 
thai Y = ABE c Yl and M’ l= X -w Yl can be determined to be Y, = ABEL Fl = 
CDFGHK. bbiX( VI) = (C, F, GH, D, IK). consider N, = {C * ABE}. it is easy 
to see that M i= N, hz. 4 M’v N, l= CDI 3) ABE. Now, the set M” = {AB * CEF, 
C --)) ABE, C --H ABDEFIJk, GH --w ABEFIJK, G -w ABEJ} is a split-free cover 
for M. 
In general, a few more steps of this iteration would be needed to determine a 
split-free cover for a given M, if it exists. We now move on to the second stage of 
our approach. 
4. A characterization of conflict-freedom 
In this section we derive a necessary and sufficient condition for a given split-free 
set M of MVDs to be hypergraph-generated and hence conflict-free. We show that 
when M is split-free, M is hypergraph-generated if and only if a simple property 
called “MVD-intersection property” holds for M. 
Suppose that M is a split-free set of MVDs and let XP * YP, Xq --)) Yq E M. Then, 
since M is split-free, either XP c Xq Yq or XP n Y4 = $3, and similarly either X4 c XP YP 
or X4 n Yp =Q). Suppose without loss of generality that XP n Y4 f 0 and Xq $ 
XPYP. Then we call the MVD X,, n Xq --)) Yp n 2’ the intersection of the 
MVDs XP --)) YP and Xq --)) Ys where Zq = U - Xq Ys. ‘The idea is that for two 
MVDs X, --)) Y1, X, * Y2 such that each does not split the key of the other, we first 
check if X1 n Y2 = Q) and X, n Y, = 0. If Xi n I$ # 0, then we obtain the complement 
MVD Xj --w Zj of Xj * Yj, where Zj = U - Xjq, 1 s i #j G 2. (See Section 3.) Other- 
wise, we retain ihe original MVD Xj --)) Y$ Suppose that X1 * ‘vi/;, X2 * W2 are 
the resulting MVDs, where Wi is Yi or Zip as the case may be, for i = 1,2. Then the 
MVD X1 n X2 * W, n W, is called the intersection of the MVDs X1 --)) Y, and 
.x2+ Y2. 
.l. Let M be a split-free set of MVDs. Tlre:rl *we say that Af satisfies the 
MVD-intersection property whenever M logically implies the intersection of every 
pair of MVDs in M. 
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Our next theorem establishes 
MVD-intersection property. 
a result on split-free sets of MVDs satisfying the 
Theorem 4.2. Let M be a split-free set of MVDs and suppose that M satisfies the 
MVD-intersection property. Trhetz for each MVD di : Xi+ x in M, and for each 
MVD d : X --H Y in M” with X E EES(M), M logically implies the intersection of di 
and d. 
Proof. First, notice that since M is split-free and Xi, X E LHS( M), M* does not 
split X, Xi. Hence, the intersection of di and d is always well defined. We prove 
the result by inducing of the length p of a derivation of X * Y from M. The basis 
case of p = 0 is trivial. Assume the resuh w.r.t. each MVD X --)) Y in M* that has 
a derivation from M of length p G n - 1. Suppose that X --)) Y has a derivation from 
M of length n > 0. Consider an MVD X# + Yi in M. Suppose, without 10~s of 
generality, that Xi TP Y = (b and X n Yi = 0. From our observations in Section 3 on 
derivations of MVDs, we see that the following cases arise. 
Case 1: X --)) Y is obtained by augmentation from X’ --w Y’E M using W 2 2 
where X’c X. Since X n Y = X’ n Y’ = $3, we have 2 = $!I and hence Y’ = Y. *Ve 
then trivially have 
and by augmentation, we get M I= Xi n X --)) Y n Yi. 
Case 2: X --w Y is derived using the subset rule, from the MVD X --)) Y’ in Ita”. 
We have the following subcases. 
Case 2.1: X + Y is obtained from the axiom X + X using the subset rule. The 
other MVD used in the subset rule is either some X’ +P Y’E M, with X’c X and 
possibly Y c Y’c YX, or some MVD X * Y’ in M*. 
For the first case, if Xi n Y’ = 0, then the result immediately follows. So suppose 
that Xi n Y’ # 0. Then, by split-freedom, Zi n Z’ = 0, where 2’ = U -X’ Y’. NOW, 
X n Y;: = (b implies X’ n Y;- = 0. Since X’ --)) Y’ has a derivation from M of length 
n - 1 or less, by inductive hypothesis, 
M I= X’nXi* Y&Z’. 
By the complementation rule, 
M k X’nXi*ZiY’. 
By augmentation, 
M I= XnX,*&Y’. 
Removing all attributes in Zi Y’ that are also in X n Xi, 
M I= XnXi+ZiY. 
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Now, Xi A Z,Y = 8. Hence, using the subset rule, we get 
M I= XnXi* Yn Y;:, 
as requixd. 
For the second case, note that Y = X - Y’ is the only nontrivial case. In this case, 
the result follows from the inductive hypothesis, using the definition of intersection 
of MVDs. 
Case 2.2: X --w Y is obtained from X --)) Y’ in M* and an MVD XP -H YP in M 
using the subset rule. Then, clearly XP n Y’ = 0. We only consider the case Y = Y’ n 
Yp, the case Y = Y’ - YP being similar. Now, if Xi n Y’ = 0, then, since X --)) Y’ has 
a derivation of length n - 1 or less, by inductive hypothesis, M I= X n Xi --)) Y’ n Yi. 
Using this with XP ++ YP and applying the subset rule, we get 
M I= XnXi* Y’nY;,n Y,,, 
i.e., 
as required. So, assume that Xi n Y’ # 0. Since M is split-free, we have Xi n 2’ = 0, 
where Z’= U - XY’. By inductive hypothesis, then M I= X n Xi --)) Y;: n 2’ and, by 
the complementation rule, 
M I= XnXi*&Y’, where&=U-XiYi. (0 
Now, Xi n Y’ $0 and Xi n Y = 0. Since Y = Y’ n Yp, this implies that Xi n Y’ c Y’ n 
2” and hence that Xi n 2’ # (b. Since M is split-free, Xi n Yp = 0. 
Case 2,2.1: XP n Yi = 0. Then, by the hypothesis of the theorem, 
M I= XinXp* Yin Yp, whereZ,= U-X,Y,. (2) 
Now, (Xi n XP) n (&Y’) = 0. Hence from (1) and (2), by the subset rule, 
M k XnXi*(Y;-n Y,)n(&Y’), 
i.e., 
M I= XnXi+ YinY,nY’, 
i.e., 
M b X n Xi 3) Yi n Y, 
as required. 
Case 2.2.2: X,, n & # 0. By split-fi-eedom, XP n Zi = 0. Then by the hypothesis of 
the theorem, 
M I= &nXP*ZinYp. 
By the complementation rule, 
13) 
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Case 2.2.2.1: X n Yp = 8. By inductive hypothesis, 
M I= XnXp* Y’nY,, 
i.e., 
M I= XnX,-nY. (4 
Now, (X n XP) n Z,Y’ = 0. Hence, from (I) and (4), using the subset rule, we have 
M k XnXi*(&Y’)nY, 
i.e., 
M b XnXi*Y 
since Y c Y’. Since Xi n Y = 0, we then get 
M l= X n Xi* Yn yl,, by thesubset rule. 
Case 2.2.2.2: X n Yp Z 0. Since X is not split, we have X n Zp = 0. By inductive 
hypothesis, since XP n Y’ = 0, we have 
M I= XnX,+ Y’nZ’. 
Using the complementation rule, 
M I= XnXp-nZ’Yp. (5) 
Note that (X n Xp) n Zi Y’ = 0. Then, using ( 1) and (5) and applying the subset rule, 
we have 
M I= XnXi*(Z’Y,)n(ZiY’), 
i.e., 
M k XnXi++ Y(&n(Z’Yp)). (6) 
Further, Xi n [ Y(2” n (Z’Yp))] = 0. Hence, using (6) and the MVD Xi * Y;: E M, 
and applying the subset rule, we get 
M I= XnXi+ YnY;,, 
as required. 
Case 2.3: X --)) Y is derived from the MVDs X --)) Y’ and X + Y’ in M*, using 
the subset rule. Then the MVDs X ++ Y’, X + Y’ each have a derivation of length 
n - 1 or less. We shall only consider the case Y = Y’n Y’, the other cases, namely 
Y = Y’- Y”, Y = Y’- Y’, being similar. Now, if Xi n Y’ = 0, then by inductive 
hypothesis, M I= X n Xi * Y’ n Yi, Since X n ( Y’ n Yi) = 0, using the subset rule, 
we then obtain 
M I= XnXi-*, Y’nYin Y’, 
i.e., 
M C= XnXi-w Yn Yip 
as required. 
A similar argument applies to the case Xi n Y’ = 0. So, suppose that n Y’#fM 
Xi n Y”. In this case, since is not split, we obtain n Z’ = 0 = Xi n Z’, where 
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Z’= U - XY’ and Z”= U - XY”. By inductive hypothesis, 
M I= XnXi+ YinZ’. 
By the complementation rule, 
M C= XnXi*ZiY’. 
Similarly, we can show that 
M k XnXi*ZiY”. 
Using (7) and (8), and applying the subset 
M I= XnX,-*Zi(Y’n Y”), 
i.e., 
M I= XnXi*ZiY. 
NOW, .Xi n (Zi Y) = 0. Hence, using (9) and 
the subset rule, we get 
MkXnXi+ YnY;:, 
as required. 
(7) 
(8) 
rule, we have 
the MVD Xi * Yi in M, ,.and applying 
That completes the induction and the proof. Cl 
Theorem 4.2 essentially says that, by its very nature, the MVD-intersection property 
of a set M of MVDs natural?y extends to the MVDs in the closure M* of M whose 
keys belong to LHS(M). Using this we prove the MVD-intersection property 
necessary and sufficient for a split-free set M of MVDs to be conflict-free. 
Theorem 4.3. Let M be a split-free set of MVDs. T&en M is con$ict-free $ and only 
if M satisfies the MVD-intersection property. 
Proof. Note that since M is split-free, M is conflict-free if and only if it is hyper- 
graph-generated, that is, for each Xi, Xj in LHS(M), 
DEP(Xi) n DEP(Xj) C DEP(Xi n Xi). 
(“Only-J’f”): Suppose that M is hypergrap generated. Let Xi --)) Y, Xj * Y$ be 
any two MVDS in M. Let Xi n Wj = Xj n Wi - 0, where WP is Yp or Zp, as the case 
may be, for p = i, j. Then, since M I= {Xi * Wir Xj --H Wj), we have 
M kXi*WinWj and MI= Xj*WinWj. (1% 11) 
For each W in DEP(Xi) such that W c Wi n Wj, since Xi n ( Wi n W$) ~0, we 
have A4 I= X’ * W. It can be seen then that WE DEP(Xj). Since M is hypergraph- 
generated, each such WE DEP(Xi n Xi). It then easily follows that M l= Xi n 
Xj --)) Win Wje Thus, satisfies the -intersection property 
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(“lf”): Suppose that 1M satisfies the MVD-intersection property. We shall show 
that M is hypergraph-generated. Let Xi, Xj be any two keys of 1M and consider 
any WE DEP( Xi) n DEP(Xj). Let Xi ++ Yi, Xj * 5 E M and suppose that WC WP, 
where WP is Yp or Zp, as the case may be, for p = i, j. Note that W has to be disjoint 
with exactly one of Yp, 2’. Consider the MVDS Xi * Wi in 1M and Xj + W in 1M*. 
By Theorem 4.2, if follows that 1M l= Xi n Xj * W n Wig i.e., 1M I= Xi ~‘r Xj --H W. 
NOW, if M t= Xi n Xj * W” for some W’S; W, then M I= Xi * W’, which is clearly 
impossible. That shows that Iv E DEP(Xi n Xi). Hence, M is hypergraph-generated. 
This was to be shown. Cl 
Thus, for sets of MVDs, given split-freedom, conflict-freedom isexactly captured 
by the otherwise weaker notion of MVD-intersection property. 
Given a nonredundant set M of MVDs, we carry out the following. For each 
MVD X --)) Y in M with X split by M, replace X -3) Y with a set of MVDs that 
exactly “makes up” for the MVD X * Y in A&, if such a set exists. Otherwise, retain 
the MVD X * Y in M. The set N of MVDs that finally results is called the resolved 
version of M. Note that N is then a cover for M. We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. Let M be a nonredundant set of MVDs and let N be the resolved version 
of M. Then M has a conflict-free cover lf”and only if N is split-free and N satisfies the 
MVDintersection property. 
Proof. This follows from Theorems 3.2 and 4.3 and the fact that M is hypergraph- 
generated if and only if N is hypergraph-generated Cl 
We observe that a set M of MVDs is equivalent o a single JD if and only if M 
has a conflict-free cover 12). Further, a JD w D is equivalent o a set of MVDs if 
and only if D is acyclic [5]. From these resulrs it follows that our characterization 
can also be used to test whether M is equivalent o a single (acyclic) JD. 
Finally, as we remarked in Section 1, our characterization of sets M of MVDs 
having conflict-free covers is independent of equivalence of M to a single JD, 
whereas the approach of Goodman and Tay [S] is based on this equivalence. Just 
as they remark that conflict-freedom is irrelevant o testing M for equivalence to a 
single JD, we take the “dual” viewpoint that the notion of equivalence to a single 
(acyclic) JD is irrelevant o testing M for the existence of a conflict-free cover, in 
view of our results. In the next section, we give the algorithms. 
5. Algorithms 
We shall give the algorithms only in a schematic form. The issues of an efficient 
implementation will not be considered here. The no ations used here are as in 
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Sections 3 and 4. First, we give an algorithm for testing whether a given nonredundant 
set of MVDs has a split-free cover. 
Algorithm SPLIT-FREE COVER; 
Input: A nonredundant set M of MVDs. 
Output: A decision as to whether M has a split-free cover, and such a cover if M 
has one. 
begin 
N:= M; /* initialize the prospective split-free cover for M */ 
for each MVD X --)) Y in M da 
if M splits X then 
begin 
N’:= N-(X-n Y}; i:=O; N”:=@; 
Yo:= u; 
repeat 
N” := N’u { W --u Z : WE MAX( II;.), 2 minimal s.t. Y c Z and 
Mt= W*Z} 
/* N’ is the set of MVDs that could make up for X --H Y in N */ 
i:= i+1; 
find Y;: minimal s.t. Y c Y and N’v N’ I= X * Yi 
until ( yi = yl:_,); 
if Yi # Y then return(“N0”); N := N’ u N’ 
end 
rof, 
print( “Ye:“); return( N) 
end. 
The algorithm is self-explanatory. The termination and correctness of this 
algorithm follow from Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 and the discussions. Note that MAX(B) 
for a set P can be determined by a method similar to the algorithm SPLIT of 
Goodman and Tay [8]. (See also [9].) From their remarks on the algorithm SPLIT 
and our observations on derivations of MVDs, we see that Algorithm SPLIT-FREE 
COVER takes time polynomial in 1 Ml + 11 M )I + 1 Ul, where II M II is the size of the 
description of M. Notice that whenever M has a split-free cover, our algorithm 
produces uch a cover N. We observe that a variant of this algorithm cari be used 
to obtain the resolved version of M. 
We now give an algorithm to test M for the existence of a conflict-free cover. 
Given M, we can always construct a nonredundant cover for M in polynomial time 
[13,37]. Hence, we assume without loss of generality that M is nonredundant. 
gorit CONFLICT-FREE COVER; 
Input: A nonredundant set M of MVDs. 
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Output: A decision as to whether 1M as a conflict-free cover, and such a cover if 
M has one. 
begin 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
obtain the resolved version, say N, of lU, using Algorithm SPLIT-FREE COVER 
(variant); 
if N is not split-free then 
return( “No”); 
for each di, 4 E N do 
if M I# the intersection of di and dj 
then return (“No”) 
pof; 
print( “Yes”); return( N) 
It i$ tasy to see how Algorithm CONFLICT-FREE COVER works. Yhis dlgorithm 
clearly takes time polynomial in 1 MI + 1 U( f II M 11. Termination is obvious. Correct- 
ness follows from Theorem 4.4. 
It will be noticed that both the algorithms are easy to understand because of their 
intuitive nature. 
It is certainly possible to make each of the above algorithms much more efficient. 
This will be pursued in a future work. 
Before closing this section let us consider some examples. Let U = {A, . . . ,F} and 
let M = (AC --)) BD, AE --H CD}. Clearly, M is split-free. The intersection of the 
two MVDs in M is 
ACnAE-nBDnBF, 
i.e., the MVD A --)) B. Obviously, 1M W A -n B. From Theorem 4.3, we then conclude 
that M is not hypergraph-generated and hence not conflict-rree. Next, consider 
M = {AB -n CEF, CD --)) ABE}, where U = {A,. . . , H). It is easy to see that M 
does not even have a split-free cover and hence does not have a conflict-free cover 
either. Finally, consider M = (AB ‘-),D,AC-+,F,BC*E) with U={A ,..., F}. 
M is split-free. Since the intersection of every pair of MVDs ir M is trivial, M is 
hypergraph-generated and hence conflict-free. 
6. Conclusions 
Using new notions of split-freedom and MVD-intersection property we developed 
a characterization 07 gets of MVDs having conflict-free covers. We also gave poly- 
nomial-time algorithms to test a set of MVDs for the existence of split-free and 
conflict-free covers. Our characterization is significant for the clear insight it provides 
into the nature of conflict-free sets of MVDs. In addition, we also established an 
interesting property of split-free sets of MVDs. 
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